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Abstract (presented as “Purpose” in proposal): Develop a working prototype of an 

inexpensive disposable ice thickness spar buoy (ITSB) that can be tossed into the ocean in 

summer, freeze into the pack ice in winter and measure the ice thickness and snow accumulation 

via a series of closely spaced thermistors while monitoring the ice drift via GPS. We are aiming 

for a price of ≤$6K per buoy versus the ≥$25K price of commercial buoys (which are also 

awkward to deploy, often requiring deployment directly in sea ice, limiting the extent of a 

thickness buoy network). Proposal is for the ITSB development; funds for a communication 

package will follow successful testing of the spar. 

Present Status: We have designed, developed and assembled the spar (minus communications 

package) and successfully tested it twice in the Lamont tank (near the mailroom), for several 

days per test. 

The design is simple (Figure 1): a single PVC tube has a sequence of small holes drilled along  

 

Figure 1:  Conceptual design of Ice 
Thickness Spar. Lengths indicated are: 
full tube length (LT), tube in air (LA), 
length in water (Lw), length of ballasted 
section (batteries, hardware, etc.; LB), 
and submerged for near empty portion 
of tube (LE). We solve for Lw via 
hydrostatic equilibrium (equation at 
top). We wish to have Lw 
approximately ¾ of the total tube 
length, dictating the ballast required 
(for ρB) and LB. LW must be ≥ 1 m for 
average sea ice. Thermistors, every 5 
cm down tube, but with the 3 parallel 
lines, thermistors are separated by ~15 
cm per line (offsest from the other lines 
by 5 cm), giving more space to run 
wires internally. 

its length into which thermistors are fixed (we spread the holes out, running down three lines 

separated by 130˚ around the tube). Internal electronics are fixed to a rigid frame that slides in-



and-out of the tube for easy access. Thermistor wires are protected from the frame by small-

radius PVC wire-guide tubes cut in half with beveled edges glued to the inside of the spar tube 

centered over each of the 3 lines of holes; spacers in the frame lock onto these tubes to prevent 

roation. The battery is at the bottom of the frame providing the main ballast for the spar, with the 

data logger immediately above that. The communications package will be placed above the data 

logger.  

All thermistors were calibrated before being potted into the holes in the side of the tube. The 

potting clearly introduced some sensor bias. In particular, it was clear from the first test 

deployment (profiles collected every half hour for one week) that the tank approximated a well-

mixed isothermal bath, but there were some obvious deviations, up to 0.25˚C in a couple of 

neighboring thermistors (factory precision is ±0.1˚C). We then repeated the water test by 

redeploying for a second time (4 days) using external weights to make the spar float at a different 

depth – in both cases the spar floated vertically and quickly returned to vertical when perturbed. 

The second test showed the same obvious offsets in the 2 adjacent thermistors, even though they 

now sampled a different depth than before (we were able to rule out heat generated from within 

the spar). More interesting, we noticed that when each profile was fit with a least squares 

constant temperature line of the well-mixed bath, the residuals in each test were extremely 

similar — not expected if the errors were simply random errors (reflecting imprecision). So, we 

have averaged the residuals (random errors canceled out, consistent errors survived as the potting 

bias). This average will now serve as a correction in a third deployment. We will apply this 

correction to the third deployment profiles, and when fitting the least squares constant T, proof 

of concept will be a considerable reduction in rms about the fit (the rms will then give a 

reasonable estimate of the precision of the potted sensors). If this does not work, we will repeat 

the testing using our CTD to obtain the water temperature at a considerably better precision than 

the spar thermistors, allowing us to make a very explicit calibration correction (hoping we don’t 

have to go to that trouble). 

Benefits realized:  Most importantly we have realized a number of construction/assembly 

insights that will save money on future versions. This prototype if repeated for prodcution would 

certainly exceed our desired $6 K cost, but from what we have learned is that we hope to keep 

production versions at or about $10 K (perhaps a bit more; but in any case, still a bargain). Tests 

have been highly encouraging, so much so that the Chinese want to buy 8 of these as soon as 



possible (their desired number goes up after each successful test wer report to them). We are 

working to get the design patented, and will soon discuss (negotiate) with our Lamont shop costs 

for doing all of the PVC work locally (overly expensive for our single prototype, but should be 

reasonable for some number produced together, this should save us considerable labor by having, 

for example, the shop drill the holes, mount the inner wire guide tubes and make the water-tight 

end caps). We have also learned that we can use longer spars, holding more batteries allowing 

longer deployments. 

After we perform the third water test, we intend to propose to OTIC for the final phase of 

development, the communications package, presumably based on the irridium platform designed 

by another OTIC project (Stark). Then we intend to send this unit to the Antarctic for a short test 

deployment at Palmer station during the annual LTER cruise. And, to discuss further with the 

Chinese about their needs.  

 

Future plans:  Upon successful testing, DGM plans to propose to NSF for deploying as many of 

these spars in a late autumn cruise as possible, to test my hypothesis that the thermodynamic ice 

thickness is set by the summer mixed layer freshwater content — after that thickness develops, 

the seasonal pycnocline is eliminated, and no additional ice can grow given the overpowering 

negative feedback (brine-induced entrainment flux of heat) that occurs once the winter mixed 

layer is formed. The spars will allow us to test this hypothesis, and start our populating of the 

polar waters to track ice thickness (the ultimate goal). XY will work with the Chinese, in 

populating the areas along the Amundsen Sea continental margin (at no cost to her!). 

 

From our perspective, this OTIC money has been ideal for developing such an instrument. 

 
 
 
 
 


